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1. Introduction 
In this paper we apply several of our recent results [4] on singularly perturbed boundary value problems 
of the form 
d2y=f (x ,y ) -~x+g(x ,y ) ,  a<x<b,  
e d x----- ~ (p) 
y( a, e), y( b, ~) prescribed, 
to the problem of the formation of steady one-dimensional shock waves in ducts of uniform and variable 
cross-section. The mathematical theory of [4] is concerned in part with establishing sufficient conditions for 
the existence of solutions which have a 'shock layer structure' at a point x 0 in (a, b), i.e., solutions 
y = y(x, e) which satisfy the limiting relation 
lim y(x ,  e) = [ y l (x) '  a <~ x < x o, 
~0 ÷ [y2(x) ,  x o<x~<b.  
The functions Yl, Y2 are appropriate solutions of the reduced equation 
f (x ,Y ) -~x  + g(x ,y )=O 
on the respective intervals [a, x0], [x 0, b]. In particular, it is of interest o locate the position x 0 of the 
shock layer and also to determine what 'states' are separated by a solution of (P) having such an interior 
transition. Several very simple sufficient conditions for this behavior are given in [4], and it turns out that 
this theory lends itself directly to a description of the behavior of solutions of the model problems derived 
in the next section. 
Our interest in this shock wave problem was motivated by two numerical studies of its solutions 
undertaken by Crocco [3] and Pearson [5]. Specifically the form of the equation we study is essentially that 
used by Pearson, and as a result, his numerical treatment offers a means of comparison with the analytical 
one presented here. 
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2. Derivation of the model problem 
The problem in which we are interested concerns the description of the steady-state flow pattern arising 
from the injection of a gas at supersonic velocity into a duct of uniform or diverging cross-sectional rea 
when a back pressure is applied. Complications such as the effect of viscous stresses on the duct walls are 
neglected, and the gas is assumed to be perfect and polytropic. The stationary laws of conservation of mass, 
momentum and energy can be expressed in the following dimensionless form by referring all quantities to 
appropriate l ngths, physical constants and upstream conditions [3]: 
d (pyA)  = 0, (11 
dy  1 d # d2Y (2) 
Y~x-x + TP d -Tx (OT) = P dx 2' 
dT [d~ -~x J y~x+(Y-1)T  +y  (lnA) - , (3 , -1 )#(dY]2= ~ty 1 d2T (3) p~-~x} p Pr dx 2" 
Here x is the dimensionless distance measured from the entrance of the duct, y is the dimensionless velocity 
of the gas relative to the velocity of sound, p is the density, 3, is the adiabatic index with a value between 1
and ~, T is the dimensionless temperature,/~ is the viscosity coefficient, Pr is the Prandtl number with the 
value ] for this discussion, and finally A = A(x) (A(0)= 1) is the dimensionless cross-sectional area of the 
duct relative to the area of the duct entrance. Following Crocco [3] we have omitted terms of the form 
#(dA/dx) and (Ix/Pr)(dA/dx) in (2) and (3), respectively. By first neglecting the viscous and thermal 
stress terms in (2) and (3) the following equations for isentropic flow are easily obtained [3]: 
Ay[1 , -1  ]aA~-l) 2 372 = const, (4) 
T= 1 - ' - 137 2 = p-.(y-l). (5)  
2 
Upon substituting the expression T(x)= 1 - ½(, - 1)y2(x) into formula (2) and using formula (1) we 
obtain after a straightforward calculation an expression involving only the velocity ; namely, 
/ . t , _  d2y [ ,+1 d_d(ln A)[1 _ , -  ly2]  
PoC--'--oAYdx-----i=[-"-~y-1] dy dx dx [ 2 ] 
The quantities P0, Co are respectiVely an upstream reference density and the upstream velocity of sound. 
Since we are interested in the behavior of the velocity y for large Reynolds number Re, i.e., for small 
viscosity/~, we define the small parameter e as e = #V/poCo and rewrite the basic equation as the boundary 
value problem 
- -  = - -~- - -y  - (In A) 1 y2 0 < X < 1, eAYdx2 dx dx 2 ' (SL) 
y(0, e) =y+,  y(1, e)=y_, y+>y_> 0. 
This is essentially the same boundary value problem used by Pearson [5] (with A(x) = 1 + x 2) in his 
numerical experiments (cf. Section 5). 
The original problem can now be restated in terms of (SL) as follows: given a supersonic velocity + at 
the entrance of the duct (x = 0) determine what subsonic velocity y_ at the end of the duct (x = 1) 
produces a supersonic-subsonic transition in the interior of the duct and also the location of this transition 
(i.e., the point in (0, 1) where the shock wave sits). In the next two sections we consider the behavior of 
solutions of (SL) for very small e > 0 (i.e., for Re --+ m), first in the case of a uniform duct (constant 
cross-sectional rea) and then in the case of a diverging duct (monotonically increasing cross-sectional 
area). 
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3. Flow in a uniform duct 
If the cross-sectional rea of 
simple form 
the duct is identically constant, then A(x) = 1 and so (SL) reduces to the 
0<X<I ,  
y+>y_> 0. 
e dx  2 ;2  ~xx' (SL)0 
y(0, e )=y+,  y(1, e )=y_ ,  
It is natural then to consider the properties of solutions of the (slightly) more general problem 
d2y =f (y ) -~x  y O<x<l ,  
e dx 2 , (P)o 
y(O,e)=y+, y(1, e)=y_, y+>y_, 
where f is continuous for all y in [y_, y÷]. The first result about (P)0 is a classical one due to Coddington 
and Levinson [1], although it is perhaps not so widely known. 
Theorem A. I f  f (y  ÷) > O(f(y_) < O) and if f[+f(s ) ds > O, y_<~ ~ <y+ ( fy~ f(s ) ds < O, y_< ~ <~ y+) then 
(P)o has a solution y = y(x, e)for each e > O, e sufficiently small, such that 
lim y (x ,e )=y÷,  0~<x<l  ( ~m÷y(x,e)=y_,  0<x~<l ) .  
e~0 + e 
It is possible to give a more precise estimate for this limiting behavior in the sense that these limiting 
relations can be written as (cf. [4]) 
y(x ,e )=y++wl (x ,e )+O(e  ), 0~<x~<l, 
or  
y(x ,e )=y_+ w2(x,e)+O(e), 0~<x~<l, 
for computable functions wl, w 2 of boundary layer type, i.e., wl(1, e)=y_ -y÷,  lim~o+Wl(X, e)=0,  
0 ~< x < 1, and w2(0, e) =y÷-y_ ,  lim~o+W2(X, e) = 0, 0 < x ~< 1. 
If we set J = fY_+f(s)ds = F(y÷) - F(y_), where dF/dx  =f(y)  dy/dx  then Theorem A simply states 
thaty(x,  e)~y+, 0~<x < 1, as e ~0 +, if J>  0 or thaty(x,  e)~y_ ,  0 <x~< 1, as e~0 +, if J<0 .  Clearly 
if J<0  then y(x, e)~y+ and i f J>~0 then y(x, e)-~y_, i.e., if J=0  then 
lim y(x,e)={YYv+ _' O~<x<x° '  
~o ÷ , x 0<x-<<l ,  (L) 
for some point x 0 in (0, 1). Thus the two states y + and y_ (y + > y_, f (y  4) > 0 > f (y_) )  can be separated by 
a shock wave only if J = 0, i.e., if F(y÷) = F(y_) which is simply the Rankine-Hugoniot shock condition 
[2]. It only remains to locate the position of the shock, i.e., to determine the value of x o in (0, 1) for which 
(L) holds. This is the content of the next theorem. 
Theorem B. I f  a solution y = y(x, e) of (P)0 satisfies the limiting relation (L) (with f (y  +) > 0 > f(y_)), then 
f(y_) 
x°=f (y_ ) - f (y÷)  " 
To see this we note that such a solution y satisfies dy/dx  <0, 
(const) exp[ fXf(y(s)) ds]. Consequently (P)0 can be rewritten as 
dEy//dx 2 d[ [~dy 
or  
0~<x~<l, because dy/dx= 
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Integrating this equation from x = 0 to  x = x 0, and from x = x 0 to x = 1, we obtain the two equations 
dy  Xo 1.( x x0) ,n( e -e  ~x  x=0)=f0 f(y(x,e))dx, (6) 
I n ( -  dy  _ dy e "~X x=l) eln(  -~x-x  X=Xo)=Li f(y(x'e))dx" (7) 
Since F(y+)= F(y_), it follows by integrating both sides of (P)0 from x = 0 to x = 1 and using the 
boundary conditions that dy/dx Ix=0 = dy/dx Ix=l. Adding (6) and (7) together we have finally that 
1 
foX°f(y(x, e)) dx + Lf(Y(X, e) )dx=0.  (8) 
By the limiting relation (L) y ~y+ on (0, x0) andy ~y_  on (x0, 1), as e --, 0 +, and so by the continuity of 
f and the Dominated Convergence Theorem, it follows from (8) that 
f(Y-) f(y+)xo+f(y_)(1-Xo)=O, i.e., x o f(y_)_f(y+). 
Returning now to (SL)0 we make the following observations. For y > 0 the function f(y)= ½(3' + 1) -  
1/y 2 is continuous and vanishes only at y¢ = (2/(3, + 1)) 1/2 which can be regarded as a dimensionless 
critical velocity [3]. Consequently f (y )  > 0, for y > y¢, and f (y )  < 0, for 0 < y < y~. The Rankine-Hugoniot 
shock condition assumes the form 
3'+1 1 "~+1 1 2 
2 Y++y÷ - -Y -+2 ~- ,  i.e., y+y_=y2=3"+l 
which is just Prandtl's relation [2]. Thus given an initial supersonic velocity y+ >y~ there is a unique 
subsonic velocity y_ = (2/(3' + 1))/y+ such that (SL)0 has a solution y =y(x, e) (for e > 0 sufficiently 
small) satisfying 
lim y(x,e) =[y+'\ 0~<x<x° '  f(y_) Y+ 
~-'°+ tY - ,  Xo<X~<l, f ° rx° -  - - -  f(y_)-f(y+) Y++Y- 
This estimate for x 0 permits the observation that if the supersonic inlet velocity is very large, the major 
portion of the flow is supersonic since x 0 is then close to unity, and so the shock wave sits close to the end 
of the duct. 
4. F low in a d iverg ing  duct  
We consider now the behavior of solutions of 
2 y2 dx y dx 
y(0, e) =y+,  y(1, e)=y_, y+>y_> 0, 
O<x<l ,  
(SL) 
when the cross-sectional area increases in the downstream direction of the duct, i.e., dA/dx > 0, 0 < x ~< 1. 
As in the discussion of the previous ection, it is convenient to consider the more general boundary value 
problem 
dy  d2y=cp(x)f(y)-~x+g(x,y), O<x<l ,  edx2 (P)I 
y(0, e) =y+,  y(1, e )=y_ ,  y+>y_, 
where the functions qo, f and g are continuous for x in [0, 1] and y in [y_, y+], and rp(x) > 0, 0 ~< x ~< 1. (A 
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more detailed discussion of (P)~ can be found in [4].) It is natural to associate with (P)I the two reduced 
problems (corresponding to the isentropic approximation of Section 2) 
 dy, 
cP(x)f(Yl" dx +g(x 'Y l )=O'  O<x<l ,  (R)I 
Yl(0) =y+,  
and 
dYE 
~(x) f (y2) -~X +g(x ,  y2)=O, 0<x<l ,  (R)2 
y2(1) =y_ ,  
and to use their solutions to describe the behavior of solutions of (P)v The theorem of Coddington and 
Levinson [1] referred to above is also applicable to (P)I; we state it here in a convenient form as 
Theorem C. I f  the reduced problem (R)x ((R)2 ) has a solution Yl = Yl (x) (y2 = Y2 (x)) such that f (  Yx (x))> O, 
0 <~ x <~ 1, ( f (y2(x))  < O, 0 <~ x <~ 1) and f[ '°) f(s)  ds > O, y_<~ ~ <yl(1)(fy~2(o)f(s) ds < O, y2(O) < ~ <~y+), 
then (P)I has a solution y = y(x, e) for each t > 0, e sufficiently small, such that 
lim y(x ,e )=y l (x  ), 0~<x<l  ( f im+y(x ,e )=yz(x ) ,  0<x~l ) .  
E--~0 + 
This theorem describes how solutions of (P)1 behave whenf(y l (x) )  >0 orf(y2(x))  < 0 for all x in [0, 1], 
and when J(1) > 0 or J(0) < 0 for J (x)  = fYJ~x~p(x)f(s) ds. The condition on J(0) or J(1) is a precise 
statement of the restriction that the 'boundary layer jump' (y+-y2(0))  or (y l (1 ) -y_ )  cannot be too large 
if y ---' Y2 or y ~ ya on (0, 1). It is natural then to ask what happens when these inequalities are not satisfied 
simultaneously. For example, if (d /dx) ( J (x ) )  < 0, 0 ~< x ~< 1, J(0) > 0 and J(1) < 0, then the continuity of J 
implies that J (xo)= 0 for a unique point x 0 in (0, 1). Since boundary layer behavior is impossible 
(J(0) > 0, J(1) < 0 prevent he application of Theorem C), we expect hat the solution y(x, t) of (P)I has a 
shock layer in (0, 1) at Xo, i.e., 
lim y(x ,e )=/y l (x ) '  0~<x<x° '  
~-.o ÷ ~yz(x),  x0<x~<l .  
The precise result is the following theorem (cf. [4]). 
Theorem D. I f  the reduced problems (R)l and (R)2 have solutions Yl =Y1(x) and Y2 =Y z(x) on [0, xl] and 
[xz, 1] respectively, 0 <~ x 2 < X 1 ~ 1, which satisfy f (y l (x ) )  > O, 0 <~ x < xl, and f(y2(x))  < O, x 2 < x <~ 1, and 
if 
J ( x )= fy~i(Xx))ep(x)f(s ) as, Xz ~ X <~ X 1, 
satisfies J (x0)= 0, for an x o in (x2, xl) and (d /dx) ( J (x ) )< O, x 2 <~ x ~ xl, then (P)I has a solution 
y = y(x, e)for each e > O, e sufficiently small. Moreover, 
lim y(x ,e )=[Y~(X) '  O<~x<x o, 
~o + ~y2(x) ,  Xo<X<~l .  
The function J is of course a Rankine-Hugoniot function in that for F such that d F /dx  = f (y )  d y /dx ,  
(1/cp(x))J(x) = F(y l (x))  - F(yz(x)). Theorem D asserts that the states yl(x)  and y2(x) can be separated 
by a shock wave only at a point x 0 where the Rankine-Hugoniot shock condition holds, i.e., F(yl(xo) = 
F(y2(xo)). 
Up to now the behavior of solutions of (P)1 has been roughly equivalent to the behavior of solutions of 
(P)0; however, in certain cases there is an important difference. Namely, since the solutions yl(x), Y2(X) of 
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(R)I,  (R)2 are generally nonconstant functions of x, it often happens that f (y l (x) )  > 0, 0 ~< x < x I < 1, 
f (y l (x l ) )  = 0 and f (y l (x) )  < O, x I < x <~ 1, or f(y2(x)) < O, 0 < x 2 < x <~ 1,f(y2(x2)  = O, and f(y2(x)) > O, 
0 ~< x < x 2. Clearly if 0 < x~ < 1 (0 < x 2 < 1) there can be no boundary layer behavior at x = 1 (x = 0) 
relative to ya(x) (y2(x)). However, if x I > x 2 then it may still be possible to separate yl(x) and y2(x) via a 
shock wave because Theorem D is applicable. Suppose, for example, that f (y l (x ) )> 0, 0 ~< x ~ 1, with 
J(1) < 0, but that f (y2(x))  < 0, x 2 < x ~< 1 and f(y2(x2)) = 0, for an x 2 in (0, 1). Consider then J (x)  = 
fYJX))ep(x)f(s) ds, x 2 ~< x ~< 1. By assumption J(1) < 0, and by substitution J (x 2) = ff~'{x~]ep(x 2)f(s) ds > 0 
if f ( s )> O, y2(x2)< s <~ Yl (x2). (Such a condition is always satisfied if, for example, f (y )= 0 has only one 
positive solution.) Thus if (d /dx)( J (x) )  < 0, x 2 ~< x ~< 1, then J(xo) = 0 for a unique point x 0 in (x 2, 1). 
Similar remarks apply if 0 < x I < 1. 
In summary, we see that the nonoccurrence of boundary layer behavior is equivalent o the occurrence 
of shock layer behavior provided the equation f (y )= 0 has a unique positive solution and provided J is a 
decreasing function of x. A more complete discussion can be found in [4]. 
We return now to the model problem 
 Ad2y 1]d  ld 
dx 2= 2 ;2  ~xx y dx  ( lnA)  1 -  y2 , 0<x<l ,  (SL) 
y(0,  e) =y+,  y(1, e )=y_ ,  y+>y_> 0. 
The corresponding reduced problems (R)a, (R)2 have the solutions Ya (x), Y2 (x)  written implicitly as 
ya(x)[l~ " -  1 \1/~y--1) ---~--2-y2(x)) 1 (1 -- -~-~y2+)aAv-  1) 
=A(x)Y+ 
( --1 , afly-a) ( _ ly2_  ) 
y2(X) 1 - -3 '  2 YZ(x)) = A(x )  y -A(1)  1 - Y 2 '/tr-1). 
(Recall that A(0) = 1.) Not  surprisingly these are the isentropic relations obtained in Section 2 (cf. formula 
(4)). In terms of the functions 
~p(X)=A(x) ,  f (y )  and g(x ,y )  ( lnA)  1 -  y2 
we can interpret he conditions of Theorems C and D as follows. For x in [0, 1] and y > 0, both f and g are 
continuous and f (y¢)= 0 for y¢ = (2 / (7  + 1)) 1/2, which is the dimensionless critical velocity, in that 
f (y )> 0, y >Yc, and f (y )< 0, 0 <y  <y¢. The function (1/~p(x))J(x) can be written as (1/ep(x)) J(x)= 
F(ya(x)) - F(y2(x)) for F(y)  = 1(7 + 1)y + l / y ,  and so the jump condition (1/ep(Xo))J(xo) = F(ya(Xo) )
- F(yz (x 0 )) = 0 reduces (after a short calculation) to yl(Xo ) Y2 (x 0 ) = y2 = 2 / (  ~, + 1 ), i.e., Prandtl 's relation 
must be satisfied at x 0. In addition, if y l (x )> y2(x) then 
d_~( j (x ) )=A(  x -2dA y,(x)., , dy  a . dy  2 ) -~xL:(x) ]l's) ds+f (Y l (X ) ) ' -~x- f (y2(x ) )  dx 
- -  - -A tx )  --~x Jy:(x)Jts)ds--~x(lnA)(y,(x)-y2(x)) +y~(x)y2(x) 
<0,  0~<x~l .  
By virtue of Theorems C and D one can, in principle, determine for what choices of the boundary 
conditions y+ and y_  there is a shock wave solution of (SL) and also the location of the shock. If  the 
functions ya(x) > y2(x) satisfy f (y l (x) )  > O, 0 ~ x <~ 1, f(yE(x)) < 0, 0 ~ x ~< 1, respectively, then J(xo) = 0 
at a unique point x o in (0, 1), provided J(0) > 0 and J(1) < 0, since (d /dx)( J (x) )  < 0, 0 ~< x ~< 1. The 
inequalities J (0 )> 0, J (1 )< 0 determine what entrance states y+ and exit states y_(y+ > Yc > Y-) can be 
separated by a shock wave at x o. Similarly if sayf (y l (x ) )> O, 0 <~ x <. 1, butf (yE(x))< 0, 0 < x 2 < x ~ 1, 
f(y2(x2)) = 0, then J(xo) = 0 at a unique point x 0 in (x 2, 1) provided J(1) < 0. 
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Since the functions yl(x) and y2(x) are defined implicitly, it is necessary to evaluate them numerically 
when specific values are assigned to the parameter ' /and  to the cross-sectional rea A(x). 
5. Comparisons and concluding remarks 
In this final section we compare our analytical theory with a numerical treatment given by Pearson [5] 
for the boundary value problem 
- -= -e  y -  ( lnA)  1 y2 0<X<I ,  
e.ay dx  2 dx dx 2 ' (E) 
y(0,  e) = 0.9129, y(a,  e) = 0.375, 
with ' /=  ] and A(x) = 1 + x 2. This differential equation differs slightly from the one we have considered 
above owing to the presence of the ( -ey(dy /dx) - te rm in its righthand side. For ' /=  ~ the critical velocity 
Yc = (2 / ( , /+  1)) 1/2 is slightly less than 0.9129 and so y(0, e)> yc > y(1, e). 
With this choice of y(1, e) and for A(x) = 1 + x 2, the solutiony2(x ) of (R)2 assumes this critical velocity 
at a point x 2 in (0, 1), i.e., f(y2(x2)) = 0, where f(y) = ½('/+ 1)y - 1/y. Also it is not hard to see that 
Yl (x)  > y~, 0 ~< x ~< 1, i.e., f (ya (x)) > 0, 0 ~< x ~< 1, and J(1) = fy~l(t+~ f ( s  ) d s < 0. Consequently J (x0)  = 0 at a 
unique point x 0 in (x 2, 1) (dJ/dx < O, x 2 <~ x ~ 1), and so (E) (with the term ( -ey  dy/dx) deleted) has a 
solution y = y(x, e) such that 
lim y(x,e)=[ yt(x)' O<x<x° '  
+-.o+ (y2(x), Xo<X.<l. 
Based on the fact that yt(xo)Y2(Xo)=y~ = 2/ ( ' /+  1) we have found graphically a value for x 0 near 0.6. 
This compares very favorably with the value x 0 = 0.634 obtained numerically by Pearson for (E) using a 
value of e of the order 10-8. 
We remark finally that it is possible to strengthen the conclusion of Theorem D to the extent that the 
shock wave solution can be written as (cf. [4]) 
yCx, e)=y,(x)+w,(x,e)+O(e), O~<x~<x o, 
y(x,e)=Y2(X)+W2(X,e)+O(e ), Xo<+.x<~l, 
where wl, w 2 are computable functions of shock layer type, i.e., Wl(X o, e)=y2(xo)-yt(xo), 
l im++o+wl(x, e) = O, 0 ~< x < x o, and %(x  o, ~) =y l (xo)  -y2(xo), lim++o+W2(X, e)= O, x o < x +.< 1. Such 
functions give the exact nature of the solution within the shock layer, including a precise estimate for its 
width. 
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